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NUMBEB OF LETIEBS AND
WOBDS IN THE PBOVEBB

CLUE

PNOVENB TO BE SKETCHED OR
ACTED OUT

PNOVENB

3 POSSIBLE MEANINGS TO
CHOOSE FBOM

ANSWEN

PICTUBE WE'VE DBAWN TO
HELP YOU SOLVE THE PNOVENB

PNOVEEB

Skeldr it

Wise/ I I

To be wry indlige.rt

wls qs qn owl

6LUE sAE,.;N 
';A'1U

Eosy os o piece of coke

A To hwe your fings in lhe pie
B A simple tqsk
C De*ribes mony sl/reet foods

.IIfEEN UENMTIVN UAfiU

GAME PLAV
The spinner will reveal whether the team is to take
a Blue Sketch Card, a Green Definition Card, or a
Purple Picture Card from the card tray.

Hqe's what happens in each case:

SIGTCH CARAS
The teams Wisdom Master takes a Blue Sketch Card
from the card tray and silently reads the card to decide
whether they will try to sketch or act out the proverb, if
given a choice. The letters of the words can be dashed
out on the sketch board similar to how they appear on
the cards (see sample card on left). The WM
covers the clue and the answer with the Proverbial
Wisdom Junior Clue Hider.

The timer is turned over and acting or sketching begins
in an attempt to communicate the proverb to team-
mates. When a word is guessed, the WM fills in the
appropriate dashes. Individual letters cannot be
guessed-only whole words. Guessing and sketching
(or acting if you are acting out the proverb) continue
until the proverb is solved, or until time runs out. When
acting out a proverb, no sketching may be done. lf the
proverb is solved without the WM reading the clue on
the card, the card is kept and the team spins and
selects another card. A team may collect a maximum
of three cards per turn. lf the clue is needed to solve the
proverb, the team keeps the card but does not go
another turn. The spinner is passed to the next team.

PIGTURE GAED$
Select ing a Picture Card works l ike select ing a
Sketch Card, except that a drawing of the proverb is
already provided.

The WM covers the clue and the answer with the
Proverbial Wisdom Junior Clue Hider. The WM can
add dashes to the sketch board to indicate the number
of letters in each word and slashes to separate the
words. They fil l them in as their team solves the
proverb. The WM also has the option of just pointing to
the dashes on the actual Picture Card to indicate that a
word is guessed correctly.

$ETTIMCI UP THE GAME

{ Remove the sketch board, dry erase marker,
I  soinner and t imer.

f) Divide into a maximum of four teams with at least
&. two persons per team (fewer teams mean quicker

games).

Q Pick a team to go first. The next team in clockwise
rJ order (to the left) goes next and so on.

7l| Each team selects its Wisdom Master (WM) on the
rt first turn. The WM sketches proverbs, records

answers, and offers clues. The WM position rotates
each time a team selects a card.

F

S 
fne first team to go spins the spinner.

More/ llhan/ / lfulll

due

Mo€ fun lhon o borel full of monkeys
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EXTMA XPIFS
For Sketch and Picture cards:

No clue words can be added, other
than those that appear on the cards.

Team members can help solve the proverb
by calling out words such as "tol"'isl"'al'
and "the" which are contained in manv of
the proverbs.

The precise words of the proverb should
be used unless all teams agree to accept
less than precise answers.

Example:

Correct answer: Don't put allyour eggs
in one basket.

Team's guess:To put all your eggs in
one basket.

ls the team's guessed answer acceptable?
That must be determined before the
game begins.

&T}!€M PONilT$ T{} MEMEMBER
A team may collect a maximum of three
cards oer turn.

The WM may not write out letters and
words as hints when sketching.

The WM may not talk or make sounds
when sketching or when they have
selected a Picture card.

The WM may make sounds, but not say
words when acting out a Sketch card.

Example:

It's okay to make a chirping noise when
acting out a proverb involving a bird.

Teammates may not use secret clues.
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